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Correlations between fracture properties and microscopic features were investigated using notched (both
blunt notched and sharp notched) specimens of rubber-PMMA composites in very low-to-medium range of
cross-head speeds. It is found that: (1) the decreasing trend of crack initiation region size with increasing
speed correlates with the fracture elongation; (2) the decreasing trend of SWZ size with increasing speed
and decreasing rubber content can be correlated with that of calculated plastic zone and the trend cor-
relates also with that in modulus of toughness; (3) the order of degree of material plastic flow at notch tip in
the polymers correlates with the corresponding order of their K values.
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1. Introduction

Toughened polymers, in the form of copolymers or blends,
are very important materials consisting of a high-modulus
phase with modulus of elasticity (E) typically 3 GPa, and a
low-modulus rubbery phase with E of the order of a few to
several MPa. The deformation mechanisms of toughened
polymers have been extensively studied in the literature but
not yet properly understood because the base thermoplastic or
thermoset polymers can undergo plastic deformation by mixed
modes of shear yielding and crazing (Ref 1-3). The addition of
the soft phase can add/induce more complexity in the
deformation behavior of toughened polymers either as an
inclusion, an interface or interphase, raiser of triaxiality, a
bridge-forming element or by its own deformation modality.
Examples of conventional unnotched testing as a function of
strain rate and temperature (Ref 4-6) as well as fracture
mechanics-based notched specimen testing under pseudostatic
and impact rates (Ref 7) are available in the literature. In recent
work, ductile-brittle transition and dynamic fracture studies
have been employed in toughened glassy polymers (Ref 8-10),
whereas micromechanical studies and ultrasonic measurements
undertaken in toughened glassy polymers, semicrystalline
polymers, or polymer matrix composites (Ref 11-13) have
yielded useful information. In addition, more recent studies
concerning crack velocity and corresponding fracture surfaces
(Ref 14-16), stress concentration at notch tip (Ref 17), and
morphologies in different part of the fracture surface (Ref 18)

give us a good understanding of deformation and fracture
mechanisms.

However, some aspects or problems in the field have not
been explored adequately and systematically. Here are some
examples. It is known that toughened plastics are viscoelastic in
nature (Ref 19-22), and test speed has a significant effect on test
results; however, medium-to-high test speeds have generally
been employed in the literature mostly because these tests are
less time-consuming (hence less expensive) and this has left a
significant gap in data in the lower range of test speeds. Second,
it is known that a notch can markedly reduce fracture stress of a
brittle glassy polymer like poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
and make ductile materials like rubber-toughened PMMA
(RTPMMA) fail in a brittle manner (Ref 23); however, it is
little-known how the difference in the fracture surface mor-
phologies for the two modes of fracture looks like.

The present authors take the view that study of toughened
polymers should be investigated from a broader point of view.
This means not only that both conventional unnotched and
fracture mechanics-based notched tests need to be carried out
experimentally on the same materials under identical test
conditions to get comparative and meaningful results, but also
that extensive scanning and transmission electron microscopic
studies need to be carried out systematically in later stage to
obtain correlations between macroscopic mechanical properties
and microscopic features on the fracture surfaces of test
specimens to identify and support/complement the findings of
the mechanical test results and get a global understanding of the
findings.

This research studies commercial grades of toughened
polymers as these are the ones available in the open market
for use in actual engineering applications. Moreover, the
research employs slow-to-medium test speeds to fill a signif-
icant gap in data in the lower range of test speeds. Particularly,
the research devotes attention to the microscopic examination
of deformation/fracture features, in an attempt to reveal
correlations between macroscopic properties and microscopic
features.

Part I of this work using unnotched specimens has been
submitted (Ref 24). This article, part II presents the results
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using only the notched specimens (both blunt notched and
sharp notched).

2. Experimental

2.1 Materials

Main test materials selected for the program are two
commercial grades of RTPMMA from Cadillac Plastics Syd-
ney, Australia—5· PMMA and 8· PMMA significantly
differing in rubber content, termed as RTPMMA-1 and
RTPMMA-2, respectively. An untoughened (pure) PMMA
obtained from the same commercial source is also studied in
parallel as a control material against which RTPMMA-1 and
RTPMMA-2 are compared. The cast sheets of the three
materials were purchased from Cadillac Plastics Sydney,
Australia; however, the materials information was not released.
Therefore, we determined experimentally on our own the
materials information such as rubber particle structure and
rubber content, using characterization methods such as trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) examination and calcula-
tions based on the rule of mixtures (Ref 25). Details of the
materials are given in Table 1.

2.2 Experimental program

Single-edge notch (SEN) of depth 3 mm and notch root
radius of 0.30 mm was machine-cut in the middle of the length
of each of the tensile test specimens (similar to ASTM D 256
Charpy type specimens), which forms the blunt notched
specimen. Sharp notched specimens were made by sliding a
razor blade at the tip of the blunt notch. The shape and key
dimensions were in accordance with ASTM D 638 and D 256.
Three specimens for each material were tested at each speed.

The tests were conducted, on both blunt and sharp notched
specimens, in an Instron Model 1185 Testing Machine, at cross-
head speeds (CHS): 0.05, 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 mm/min. Logarith-
mic values of CHSs and their corresponding strain rates are
given in Table 2, where strain rate is obtained by dividing CHS
by gauge length, i.e., 50 mm and then changing to s)1.

The load and the cross-head displacement were recorded on
a strip chart recorder. Cross head and chart speeds were set at
1:1. The full scale load was set at 5 kN for PMMA, and 2 kN
for RTPMMA-1 and RTPMMA-2.

Stress intensity factor values for blunt notches (Kb) and sharp
notches (KIC) can be calculated using the equation (Ref 23)

KI ¼ Pa1=2
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where P is maximum load on the load-deflection curve; B
specimen thickness; W specimen width; a initial crack length
(for a sharp notched specimen, it is equal to the depth of
machined notch plus the depth of razor notch, measured using a
traveling microscope). Fracture surfaces from the tensile tests
were flat and square, i.e., apparently in plane strain condition.
Thus, we can use the equation for the calculation of Kb and KIC.

The radius of plastic zone rp (or Dugdale�s analysis da) as
well as the critical crack length �a for RTPMMA can be worked
out, using the relationship

rp ¼ K2
C=2pr2

y ¼ a=2 ¼ 4da=p2; ðEq 2Þ

where ry is yield stress.
Specimens for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and

field emission SEM (FESEM) examinations of fracture surface
were saw-cut from the fractured test specimens, about 5 mm
below fracture surface, which were mounted on aluminum
stubs (£25· 5 mm) after cleaning, and then coated with gold
in a JEOL JEE-400 Vacuum Evaporator.

Scanning electron microscopy examination of gold-coated
fracture surfaces were performed in a JEOL LXA-840 Scanning
Microanalyzer for low magnifications (lower than 3000), and
FESEM examination a HITACHI S-4500 Scanning Electron
Microscope for high magnifications (5000· or 10,000·). To
prevent fracture surface from being damaged during examina-
tion, low accelerating voltages were used. The satisfactory
result was obtained by using accelerating voltages of 5 kV for
SEM and 1 kV for FESEM.

Table 1 Test materials and their physical characteristics

Testing material
and nature

Thickness
of sheet, mm

Rubber particle
structure,

from TEM exam.

Content of rubber
particles, vol.%,
from TEM exam.

Content of
rubber, vol.%,

from rule of mixtures

Tg, glass trans
temp., from
DSC test, �C

Pure PMMA, transparent 4 Not applicable 0 0 117
5· RTPMMA (RTPMMA-1),
transparent, five times more
ductile than pure PMMA

3 Hard core-soft shell

(three layer particles)

17.8 13.8 111

8· RTPMMA (RTPMMA-2),
transparent, eight times more
ductile than pure PMMA

3 Hard core-soft shell

(three layer particles)

41.9 41.4 110

Table 2 Logarithmic values of CHSs and their corresponding strain rates

CHS, mm/min 0.05 0.5 1 5 10

lnCHS )3 )0.69 0 1.61 2.30
ė, s)1 1.67· 10)5 1.67 · 10)4 3.33· 10)4 1.67 · 10)3 3.33· 10)3

ln ė )11 )8.7 )8 )6.4 )5.7
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Fracture Properties

The values of fracture stress for notched specimens are
presented in Table 3. Based on the data, KIC and Kb in MPam1/2

were worked out, using the SEN calibration equation (1), and
are plotted graphically as a function of lnCHS in Fig. 1(a) and
(b), respectively.

It is seen in Fig. 1 that: (1) with rubber toughening, KIC

value of PMMA is increased by a factor of 2; (2) blunt notch or
sharp crack does not really make a big difference in the KIC or
Kb values for the materials; (3) RTPMMA-2 containing much
more rubber has apparently a lower KIC value than RTPMMA-
1. This indicates that either: (a) there is an optimum amount of
rubber for incorporation, which can improve the material�s
maximum ability of resistance to crack best, or (b) more
plausibly, lowering of the modulus lowers the KIC value
through the equation K2 = EGIC, where GIC is fracture energy,
although more rubber would result in a higher GIC; (4) a slight
decrease in K value with increasing CHS for RTPMMA
indicates a restricted plastic flow (global yield) at notch tip.
Details of the material plastic flow at notch tip will be presented
in the following part.

It is also noticed that the KIC values for the PMMA and
RTPMMA-1 agree with those for the pure PMMA and
RTPMMA materials (1.22 and 2.8 MPam1/2, respectively)
obtained by Lovell et al. (Ref 26).

With the available values of KIC and yield stress ry, the
radius of plastic zone rp (or Dugdale�s analysis da) as well as
the critical crack length �a for RTPMMA can be worked out,
using Eq 2. From the calculation results given in Table 4,
following points can be drawn: (1) the plastic zone at higher
speed is much smaller than that at lower speed, and critical
crack length has a similar trend; (2) RTPMMA-2 has greater
values of both rp (or da) and �a than RTPMMA-1. It will be
shown in next part that �a values in Table 4 are very closer to the
values of measured stress whitening zone (SWZ), indicating
that the SWZ actually represents the subcritical (slow) crack
growth. Once the crack reaches this value, instability sets in.

3.2 Fracture Surface Morphologies and Correlations with
Fracture Properties

Photographs of fracture surfaces in both blunt and sharp
notched PMMA polymers at both low and high magnifications
are presented here and surface features are discussed to reach
correlations.

3.2.1 Surface Features at Low Magnifications. Low
magnification (12·) SEM fracture surfaces in pure PMMA at
two extreme ends of the CHS range, i.e., 0.05 and 10 mm/min

are shown in Fig. 2, and low magnification (6·) optical fracture
surfaces with SWZ in RTPMMA at CHSs 0.05, 0.5, 1, 5, and
10 mm/min are presented in Fig. 3. Figure 4 illustrates main
features of the fracture surfaces in the three notched materials.

It is seen that the whole fracture surface in notched PMMA
is smooth like a glass surface in daily life, which is totally
different from that of unnotched one in paper I (Ref 24). An
arrest line divides the surface into two regions (1 and 2), and
interference color fringes were frequently observed in the crack
initiation region (region 1). In addition, size of the crack
initiation region is rate-dependent; the decreasing trend of the
initiation region size with increasing speed correlates with the
fracture elongation as discussed in paper I (Ref 24).

Obviously different from notched PMMA, notched
RTPMMA-1 has two totally different regions as shown
schematically in Fig. 4(b): a rough region with �violent� form
of crack propagation and a smooth region with SWZ of ductile
crack initiation starting at notch tip; by contrast, the fracture
surface in notched RTPMMA-2 bears no arrest line and no
rough region, which can be regarded as a single smooth region
with SWZ starting at notch tip.

It is also noted in Fig. 3(a) and (b) that a fine white line lies
in smooth region in notched RTPMMA-1 just before transition.
Width of the white line and distance from the line to transition

Table 3 Average values of fracture stress in MPa for
notched specimens

Material

CHS, mm/min

0.05 0.5 1.0 5.0 10.0

PMMA Blunt 8.7 8.9 10.0 10.8 10.2
Sharp 8.1 8.4 8.7 9.4 9.3

RTPMMA-1 Blunt 22.5 21.1 20.9 19.5 19.4
Sharp 18.1 16.4 16.5 16.4 17.1

RTPMMA-2 Blunt 17.9 19.1 19.2 19.5 20.1
Sharp 15.6 15.8 14.6 14.0 12.2

Fig. 1 KIC and Kb vs. natural logarithm of cross-head speed; (a)
KIC, (b) Kb
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line as well as distance form notch tip to transition line, i.e.,
length of smooth region were measured. The white line is about
0.05 mm in width, lying just about 0.25 mm before transition
line for blunt notched RTPMMA-1 and about 0.30 mm before
transition line for sharp notched RTPMMA-1; length from
notch tip to transition line, i.e., length of smooth region does
not seem to be changed much with increasing CHS among
specimens; however, it does differ between different notch
states, i.e., the sharp notched is larger in smooth region
(3.20 mm) than the blunt notched (2.40 mm). This detailed
picture really reflects fluctuation of the crack velocity in smooth
region and complexity of stress state at notch tip.

Table 4 Calculated values of rp, da and �a at CHS 0.05
and 10 mm/min for RTPMMA

Item

RTPMMA-1 RTPMMA-2

0.05 10 0.05 10

rp, mm 0.70 0.30 1.15 0.50
�a, mm 1.40 0.60 2.30 1.00
da, mm 1.73 0.74 2.83 1.23

Fig. 2 Low magnification (12·) SEM fracture surfaces in notched
PMMA (notch at the right, i.e., crack propagating from right to left).
(a) Blunt notched PMMA at CHS 0.05 mm/min, (b) blunt notched
PMMA at CHS 10 mm/min, (c) sharp notched PMMA at CHS
0.05 mm/min, (d) sharp notched PMMA at CHS 10 mm/min

Fig. 3 SWZ and other features seen in low magnification (6·) opti-
cal photographs of notched RTPMMA at various CHSs (specimen at
the lowest CHS, i.e., 0.05 mm/min arranged at the left most; notch
at the bottom, i.e., crack propagating from bottom to top of the
page). (a) Blunt notched RTPMMA-1, (b) sharp notched RTPMMA-
1, (c) blunt notched RTPMMA-2, (d) sharp notched RTPMMA-2
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Among other features, the existence of SWZ starting at
notch tip in smooth region is characteristic of RTPMMA. SWZ,
as shown in Fig. 3 decreases in both size (length) and whiteness
intensity as speed increases. Whitening appears to vary from
milk at lower CHS to light haze at higher CHS, in terms of
groups of five specimens, and vary gradually from milk closest
at notch tip to light haze furthest away from notch tip on an
individual surface and finally disappear. In general, no sharp
ending of SWZ on an individual surface can be seen in Fig. 3.

Length of SWZ in fractured RTPMMA specimens was
measured and the length data are plotted as a function of lnCHS
in Fig. 5. It is seen that SWZ is influenced by speed, rubber
content, and notch state. Specifically, (a) length of SWZ has a
decreasing trend with increasing speed; (b) length of SWZ in
notched RTPMMA-2 is larger than that in notched RTPMMA-
1, indicating that more rubber favors greater SWZ; (c) length of
SWZ in sharp notched specimens is larger than that in blunt

notched ones, plausibly because the stress concentration at
sharp notch tip is much higher than that at blunt notch tip.

In summary, the decreasing trend of SWZ size with
increasing speed and decreasing rubber content can be corre-
lated with that of calculated plastic zone; the trend correlates
also with that in modulus of toughness as discussed in paper I
(Ref 24). In addition, the SWZ actually represents the slow
crack growth.

3.2.2 Surface Features at High Magnifications. The
plastic deformation or material plastic flow near notch tip in the
three investigated materials, and whitening mechanism in the
RTPMMA are suggested by FESEM micrographs in Fig. 6
revealing the morphology near notch tip, and Fig. 7 revealing
the morphology further away from notch tip.

Comparing the high magnification FESEM fracture surfaces
in Fig. 6, one can see that (1) the surface in the vicinity of notch
tip in RTPMMA exhibits dimples and/or voids which indicate
the existence of rubber particles, while the surface in pure
PMMA not; (2) more severe plastic deformation occurs in the
vicinity of blunt notched tip, in terms of the weight of oriented
tear lines and the number of voids/dimples, indicating that there
is a significant difference in stress state (or even crack velocity)
in the vicinity of notch tip between the blunt notched and sharp
notched specimens.

Further, comparing the surfaces in RTPMMA-1 with ones in
RTPMMA-2 in Fig. 6, one can also see that the toughened
material containing more rubber, i.e., RTPMMA-2 is less
plastically deformed at notch tip. In fact, degree of material
plastic flow at notch tip seen in Fig. 6 is roughly of the order:
c > d� e > f > a > b, i.e., blunt notched RTPMMA-1 > sharp
notched RTPMMA-1� blunt notched RTPMMA-2 > sharp
notched RTPMMA-2 > blunt notched PMMA> sharp notched
PMMA, which correlates with the corresponding order of their
K values in foregoing part. Therefore, it might be concluded
that K parameter might not reflect how fast the crack can grow
in initiation region in the material, i.e., it might not reflect other
mechanisms accompanying crack evolution and causing local-
ized yielding which were other factors determining actual
fracture toughness in RTPMMA, although it reflect degree of
material plastic flow at notch tip when the crack initiate which
is influenced by both flow capacity of material itself and notch
state. A good example for this is that RTPMMA-2 has lower K
value than RTPMMA-1 but it has higher value in both fracture
elongation and modulus of toughness than RTPMMA-1. It is
strange to think a material with lower K value can absorb more
energy during tension. Therefore, the K parameter might reflect
only one side of the problem of fracture toughness.

In addition, as shown schematically in Fig. 4, both the
fracture surface in notched PMMA and the fracture surface in
notched RTPMMA-2 appear flat (no crack branching); how-
ever, at high magnifications, a difference is revealed: crack
initiation region in notched RTPMMA-2 as shown in Fig. 6(e)
and (f) is full of voids, while the one in notched PMMA in
Fig. 6(a) and (b) not. The comparison suggests that it is those
voids that scatter light and cause whitening, and formation
process of those voids/dimples as well as fibrils absorbs energy
which cause higher value in modulus of toughness in
RTPMMA-2 as discussed in paper I (Ref 24).

Finally, Fig. 7 shows the morphology further away from
SWZ in a sharp notched specimen of RTPMMA-1 whose
morphology at notch tip is shown in Fig. 6(d). By comparing
Fig. 7 with Fig. 6(d), it is further understood that it is those
voids of over certain sizes that scatter light and cause

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of main features on low-magnifica-
tion fracture surfaces in notched PMMA and RTPMMA (1—initia-
tion region, i.e., slow, subcritical growth; 2—rough or fast crack
propagation region; arrows pointing notch tip or fracture origin)

Fig. 5 SWZ variation with lnCHS (b, blunt notched; s, sharp not-
ched)
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whitening. Moreover, it is observed in Fig. 6(d) that both
number and general size of the voids become small, away from
notch tip along crack acceleration path, which might be
responsible for decrease in both size of SWZ and whiteness

intensity with increasing distance from notch tip as well as
increasing CHS.

4. Conclusions

(1) Size of crack initiation region in notched PMMA is
rate-dependent. The decreasing trend of the initiation re-
gion size with increasing speed correlates with that of
the fracture elongation.

(2) Size of SWZ in crack initiation region in notched
RTPMMA is both rate-dependent and rubber content-
dependent. The decreasing trend of SWZ size with
increasing speed and decreasing rubber content can be
correlated with that of calculated plastic zone. The trend
correlates also with that in modulus of toughness.

(3) More severe plastic deformation occurs in the vicinity
of blunt notched tip of the three investigated materials,
in terms of the weight of oriented tear lines and the
number of voids/dimples.

(4) Degree of material plastic flow at notch tip is roughly
of the order: blunt notched RTPMMA-1 > sharp not-
ched RTPMMA-1� blunt notched RTPMMA-2 > sharp

Fig. 6 FESEM micrographs showing plastic deformation in the vicinity of notch tip in the three notched polymers (a and b correspond to the
specimens shown in Fig. 2(a) and (c), respectively; c, d, e, and f the specimens in Fig. 3(a)-(d) at CHS 0.05 mm/min, respectively; notch tip at
right, i.e., crack propagating from right to left). (a) Blunt notched PMMA: inclined tear lines angled at about 60� to fracture direction; fine
cracks were from gold coatings, (b) sharp notched PMMA: forward light tear lines, (c) blunt notched RTPMMA-1: heavily inclined tear lines an-
gled at about 60� to fracture direction, and a large number of voids, (d) sharp notched RTPMMA-1: less heavily inclined tear lines, voids, and a
large number of dimples, (e) blunt notched RTPMMA-2: heavily inclined tear lines angled at about 60� to fracture direction, voids, and fibrils,
(f) sharp notched RTPMMA-2: voids, and tear dimples (Ref 27 )

Fig. 7 FESEM micrograph showing morphology further away from
SWZ in sharp notched RTPMMA-1 at CHS 0.05 mm/min presented
in Fig. 3(b)
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notched RTPMMA-2 > blunt notched PMMA> sharp
notched PMMA, which correlates with the correspond-
ing order of their K values.

(5) Toughness parameter K might not reflect other defor-
mation processes which can occur in RTPMMA dur-
ing tension and absorb energy, although it reflect
material plastic flow at notch tip.
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